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Abstract. A recently developed multimodal evolutionary algorithm [8] is used as engine for
a learning classifier system. The evolutionary classifier is applied for two largely used data

sets and the obtained results are compared with others of different algorithms. A noticeable
gain over other computational techniques is that, besides the outcome for objects in the test
set, the algorithm may also provide simple rules that led to that classification decision.
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1. Introduction

Proposed learning classifier system (LCS) is applied for the classification of two
data sets that come from the UCI repository of machine learning databases [6]; one of
them is Pima Indians Diabetes Database and the other one is the Iris Plants Database.

The classifier is based on a recently developed evolutionary technique, applied for
solving multimodal problems, called Elitist Generational Genetic Chromodynamics
(EGGC) [8]. The algorithm belongs to the family of a well-known framework, Genetic
Chromodynamics (GC) [1]. GC was also used as an engine for a LCS applied for long-
term placement of the elderly [4], as well as for text categorization [10]. The results
proved to be very promising.

EGGC was recently applied to the optimization of several multi-dimensional func-
tions, as well as for a classification problem and results were compared to the ones
obtained by applying plain GC or other algorithms ([8], [9]).

The two data sets were chosen accordingly in order to classify different types of
data: the diabetes data set contains only two classes - a patient may be either ill or
healthy - while the iris data has three classes, representing three types of iris flowers:
Setosa, Versicolour and Virginica, respectively. While the iris data set contains only
real values for its four attributes, the diabetes data set has eight, not all real valued,
attributes; exceptions are, for instance, the age attribute or the number of times

pregnant.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces some basics of LCSs and

section 3 presents the GC framework, the EGGC algorithm, in particular; the ground
is thus laid for section 4, where EGGC is integrated into a LCS. Applications for the
diabetes and iris data sets are encompassed in sections 5 and 6. Last section consists
of conclusions and ideas for future work.
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2. Learning Classifier Systems

A learning classifier system represents a machine learning system that uses an
evolutionary algorithm as a rule discovery component ([2], [5]). The rules (or pro-
ductions, which are simple if-then rules) represent a population that is evolved by an
appropriate evolutionary algorithm; the rules cover the space of possible inputs and
they are then evolved in order to successfully be applied to the problem to be solved
- the problems may range from data mining to robotics.

There are two important families of LCSs: the Pittsburgh and Michigan ap-
proaches. In a Pittsburgh-type LCS, each individual represents an entire set of rules.
The individuals compete among themselves and only the strong ones survive and re-
produce. This is achieved by means of natural, proportional selection and variation
operators; therefore, Pittsburgh approach uses a typical evolutionary algorithm (EA)
for the learning problem. What remains to be solved is the representation problem
and the way individuals adapt to their environment. Usually, in a chromosome there
also appear operators from propositional logic, like disjunction and/or conjunction.

In a Michigan-style LCS, each individual of the population represents a unique,
distinct rule, so the EA evolves a set of rules; the population represents the rule set
needed to solve the problem. The goal here is not to obtain the best individual, but
to find the best set of chromosomes (rules) in the end of the algorithm. Usually,
chromosomes representation is divided into two parts - one is the condition part and
contains the values for the attributes that appear in the condition of the rule and
the other part consists of the conclusion of the rule. A credit assignment system
is used in order to reward the better rules in a higher proportion or, at the same
time, to penalise the worse rules. When new entities (rules) enter the population
through mutation and/or recombination, usually crowding methods are utilised in
order to introduce them; in this way, they replace only very similar individuals in
the population. This technique is especially used because, in this problem case, not
the best chromosome is desired most, but a set of chromosomes (rules) that, when
applied, gain an optimum result for the problem to be solved.

Section 4 presents a LCS based on the Michigan approach but, instead of using a
typical EA accompanied by a credit assignment system, it uses the EGGC algorithm
described in section 3.

3. Genetic Chromodynamics

Analyzing the results obtained by applying GC to various problems like function
optimization, clustering or classification ([1], [3], [8], [10]), it can be affirmed that
it has a clearly settled place within the multimodal optimization techniques. Next
subsection gives a brief introduction to the evolutionary computation.

3.1. Evolutionary Background. In order to solve a problem, an environment is
created and is filled with a population of individuals. Learning is viewed as a process
of continuous adaptation of an individual to the initially unknown environment. The
adaptation of the individuals in the population is achieved through reproductions be-
tween them and mutations they suffer. The fitness of the individuals is closely related
to how well they adapted to the environment and represents their chances of surviv-
ing and multiplying. The individuals that form the population represent a collection
of candidate solutions for the problem considered. To outline the correspondences
between natural evolution and problem solving, then the environment represents the
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problem, individuals are candidate solutions and the fitness corresponds to the quality
of the solution. The quality of a candidate determines the chance that the considered
individual has to be used as a seed for building new candidate solutions that will form
the next generation.

Given an environment that can host only a limited number of individuals and the
capacity to reproduce added to them, selection is inevitable if one does not want
the population size to grow exponentially. Obviously, natural selection favours those
individuals that adapt to the environment condition best - survival of the fittest -
so the best ones survive and reproduce and the evolution progresses step by step.
Occasional mutations take place in order to introduce new individuals to be tested.
Thus, the constitution of the population changes as time passes and it evolves, offering
in the end solution(s) for the problem considered.

3.2. GC Framework. GC is an evolutionary optimization technique that evolves
multiple subpopulations that converge each to an optimum of the problem to be solved
in the end of the algorithm.

In the beginning, the population size is high and, as the algorithm progresses,
the number of solutions (chromosomes) can be reduced by each generation. In GC
algorithm, each individual participates in the forming of the new generation: its mate
is searched for by applying a local selection scheme; if a second chromosome is found
within its local range (called the mating region), they recombine and the competition
for survival of the fittest is held between the resulting offspring and the first parent
only. If no chromosome can be found in the local range of the considered chromosome,
it will be mutated. Consequently, it is said that GC uses a stepping-stone search
mechanism in connection with a local interaction principle.

The removal of less fit solutions is performed by introducing a special operator that
merges very similar chromosomes into one chromosome; this chromosome is usually
considered to be the fittest one of the chromosomes to be merged.

Some changes are applied to the classical algorithm in GC framework, in order to
achieve a better accuracy and, at the same time, a speed up of the convergence ([8]).

3.3. EGGC Algorithm. In this new algorithm, the selection for replacement strat-
egy is generational; the offspring obtained after crossover does not replace any of the
parents particularly, but the worst chromosome (with respect to fitness values) within
its replacement radius, which is a new parameter of the algorithm. The stepping stone
mechanism does not appear in this algorithm, the first parent being selected randomly.
The local interaction principle and merging still hold.

A number of n chromosomes are considered for the initialization of the population;
the genes values are randomly taken from their intervals.

In order to find the chromosomes from the mating region of the current one c, the
distance between c and all the other chromosomes in the population is computed.
The mating region of c contains all chromosomes that are at a distance from it of less
than a given threshold that represents the mating radius.

One offspring is obtained from crossover between two parents. The offspring fights
to enter the current generation with all chromosomes in its personal replacement region

(Figure 1). Therefore, weak chromosomes are removed more aggressively (alongside
with the effect merging has in this respect) from the current population. An impor-
tant aspect of the algorithm is the choice of the replacement radius value. If picked
properly, this new parameter may lead to improved convergence speed. Mutation
causes only minor perturbation to a chromosome. The stop condition can refer to
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Figure 1. Mating (left) and merging (right) within EGGC. c1 and c2

each produce one offspring. This time, the second offspring replaces
its other parent - one of the chromosomes in its replacement area (red
dotted circle) - because the latter is the worst chromosome within its
replacement region. During merging, two chromosomes are removed,
c2 and one offspring, because now three chromosomes are within
merging radius from c2.

a given number of generations (value of t) or to the case when there is no major
improvement achieved after many generations, as in present paper.

EGGC was created for preserving the ability of GC to properly locate several or all
optima within one go, and additionally speed up this process. It always accomplishes
the first goal, the second one being achieved for more complex problems (for instance,
for higher values for n in n-dimensional problems), due to changes that lead to better
search space exploitation.

The EGGC algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1 ([8]).

4. EGGC Learning Classifier System

An LCS inspired from the Michigan family is presented. It is applied for two
classification tasks: based upon some values patients have for their attributes, to
predict whether they suffer of diabetes or not, on the one hand, and, again, based on
the values of the attributes the iris flowers have, to predict their classes.

In each of the two cases, the data set containing patients or flowers, respectively, is
divided into two parts - a training set and a test set. The LCS uses the objects in the
training set and the values for their attributes to produce classification rules that are
used in the decision-making process. The rules are finally used to predict the class
for each of the objects (patient or flower, depending on the data set) in the test set.

Present model offers a easier alternative to the credit assignment system proposed
by Holland in order to adequately solve the multimodal optimization problem within
the Michigan approach. And proposed replacement is EGGC, since it has many
times proven to be a very efficient way in determining multiple optima. Therefore,
the combination between the Michigan approach and the EGGC engine seems like a
good match in the domain of learning classifier systems.
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Algorithm 1 EGGC Algorithm

t = 0;
initialize population P(t);
repeat

evaluate each chromosome;
for i = 1 to n do

randomly choose a chromosome c;
if mating region of c is empty then

apply mutation to c;
if obtained chromosome is fitter than c then

replace c;
end if

else

choose one chromosome from the mating region of c for crossover by proportional
selection;
obtain and evaluate one offspring d;
find worst chromosome w within replacement radius of d;
if d has better fitness than w then

replace w;
end if

end if

end for

merging is applied to all chromosomes;
t= t + 1;

until stop condition

{Remark: The offspring d obtained after crossover can replace a chromosome that does
not belong to any of the mating regions of its parents, thus performing faster separation
of chromosomes into clusters.}

5. Application to Diabetes Diagnosis

All patients in the data set are females of at least 21 years old, of Pima Indian
heritage, living near Phoenix, Arizona, USA. There are eight attributes (either dis-
crete or continuous) containing personal data, e.g. age, number of pregnancies, and
medical data, e.g. blood pressure, body mass index, result of glucose tolerance test
etc.

The last attribute is a discrete one and it offers the diagnosis, which is either 0
(negative) or 1 (positive). 34.9% of the patients in the dataset are assigned diabetes
positive. The total number of cases is 768. The data is complete, according to its
documentation; nevertheless, there are some zero values of attributes that were not
reported as missing data, but look a bit strange. No replacement or deletion of these
values was undertaken in present paper.

Each chromosome will encode an IF-THEN rule. A chromosome contains therefore
nine genes, one for each attribute and one for the outcome; first eight genes are real
valued, while the last is a binary one and it gives the output of the chromosome (con-
clusion of the rule encoded). Consequently, the condition of the rule is a conjunction
of personal data and symptoms and its conclusion is the diagnosis.

The rules (chromosomes) are evolved against the training set. The fitness of a
chromosome is computed as its distance to all patients in the training set that have
the same outcome. The aim is to minimize distances, conceiving thus good rules for
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the patients diagnosis. A rule is considered of high-quality if it matches the condition
part of the data in the training set with the same outcome as itself.

Having a chromosome c = (c1, c2, , c8, c9) and a patient from the training set p =
(p1, p2, , p8, p9), the distance between c and p is computed by:

d(c, p) =

8∑

i=1

| ci − pi |

bi − ai

(1)

where ai and bi represent the lower and upper bounds of the i-th attribute. As the
values for the eight attributes belong to different intervals, the distance measure has
to refer to the interval bounds.

Convex crossover was used, with the coefficients biased by the fitness of the two
parents involved. Mutation is with normal perturbation. Values for the parameters
of the EGGC algorithm are specified in Table 2.

difi denotes the difference between the bounds of the interval corresponding to
attribute i. Replacement radius was taken equal to the mating radius for both appli-
cations. The stop condition of the algorithm is given by a number of generations that
can pass without any improvement for the solutions; this value was considered to be
10.

The ratio between training and test sets was set to 75%-25%, as established by
Prechelt in [6] with respect to the diabetes task. Three kind of tests were conducted
with different possibilities of choosing the data that would go into training and test,
respectively. The two sets are obviously disjoint.

First way of splitting data is by doing test-sample cross-validation. The first 75%
of the cases made the training set and the last 25% composed the test set, according
to [6]. The obtained mean accuracy for the test set in 100 runs was 75.06%.

Second, another test was done according to rules of splitting that should be used
for this data set, as established by Prechelt’s rules in [6]. The data set is sequentially
split into 75% training - 25% test to give 4 different combinations of these two sets,
i.e. first 75% data for training – last 25% for test, first 25% data for test – last 75%
for training, first 50% data for training – next 25% for test – last 25% for training
again, first 25% data for training – next 25% for test – last 50% for training again.
The algorithm is subject to 100 trials again. The mean accuracy obtained for the test
set was 69.672%.

Last, random cross-validation was performed, i.e. the training set containing 75%
data and the test set consisting of 25% data were randomly generated in each run.
The algorithm was applied 100 times and the obtained mean accuracy was of 69.515%.

However, in many tests, it was noticed that when the chromosome pool still has four
chromosomes left and has not converged yet, a higher accuracy of 80% is obtained.
This leads to the idea that in the structure of each of the two obvious clusters two
other subclusters are included. Thus, with the best instead of last accuracy, better
results can be obtained.

Results obtained by EGGC and those obtained by other algorithms applied to
the same classification problem (a neural network with Prechelt’s rules in [7] and an
evolved neural network in [12]) are outlined in Table 1.

6. Application to Iris Data Set

Same LCS that uses EGGC as an engine is applied to another classification prob-
lem. The Iris Plants Database contains 3 classes (3 types of iris plants), with 50
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Table 1. Results of comparable techniques for the diabetes task

Algorithm Runs Accuracy (%)

EGGC with test-sample cross-validation 100 75.06
EGGC with Prechelt’s rules 100 69.672
EGGC with random cross-validation 100 69.515
EGGC best accuracy (4 rules) 100 80
Neural Network (NN) with Prechelt’s rules 100 65.5
Evolved NN with test-sample cross-validation 30 77.6
Evolved NN best result 30 80.7

instances for each class and 4 numerical attributes which represent length and width
of the petals and sepals, respectively. The three classes are equally distributed. Ac-
cording to database documentation, one class is linearly separable from the other
two.

There are two ways of dividing the database into training and test sets: on the
one hand, two thirds of each of the three classes were considered as training set and
the rest as test set; on the other hand, the training set was randomly chosen and the
test set consisted of the remaining instances. In the first case, the three classes are
equally distributed into training and test sets.

Chromosome representation is similar to the one from the diabetes diagnosis prob-
lem, c = (c1, ..., c4, c5), where the first four genes correspond to the attributes of an
iris plant and the last one embodies its class. Same distance as in (1) – with four
instead of eight as the upper bound of the sum – was used to compute differences
between individuals and same variation operators were considered; the values that
were used for the parameters of the evolutionary algorithm are given below in Table
2.

Table 2. Parameters of the EGGC algorithm for both classification problems

Pop size Mut. probability Mut. strength Mating radius Merging radius

100 0.4 difi/100 0.3 0.03

The final result of the LCS has to consist of at least three rules (chromosomes),
that is at least one for each class. The accuracy for the first mode of fixing the training
and test sets varies between 94% and 98%, while for the second way of selecting the
two disjoint sets the accuracy ranges from 88% to 96%. Besides accuracy from the
third row in Table 3, where the percent is the best found in 100 runs (obtained even
during these runs and not necessarily at the end of them), all other values in the third
column are obtained by computing the average for the final accuracies at the end of
each of the 100 runs.

Unfortunately, in some literature approaches that used this database there were
no clear descriptions of the way training and test sets were chosen, so direct com-
parisons between their results and those obtained by EGGC are not very accurate.
For instance, in [13], a genetic programming model was tested on the Iris database,
while in [11], some neural networks algorithms (backpropagation algorithm, denoted
by BP, and cascade-correlation algorithm, CCA) were applied in this respect; results
are outlined in Table 3.
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Table 3. Results of different techniques for the Iris Plants Database
in comparison to EGGC

Algorithm Runs Accuracy (%)

EGGC with equally distributed cross-validation 100 95.76
EGGC with random cross-validation 100 92.84
EGGC best accuracy instead of last 100 98
Genetic programming ([13]) 100 92.7
NN BP with random cross-validation 10 93.2
NN CCA with random cross-validation 10 92.6
NN modified CCA with random cross-validation 10 97

7. Conclusions and Future Work

A multimodal evolutionary algorithm called Elitist Generational Genetic Chromo-
dynamics has been used as an engine for a LCS; the obtained classifier system was
applied to two classification problems and proved its suitability for these tasks.

A major improve may be obtained by changing the way fitness is computed for
chromosomes; as all individuals represent rules, the fitness value of a certain chromo-
some c could be then given by:

f(c) = e
x

1+y (2)

where x represents the number of objects (patients or flowers in the considered
data sets) from the training set that are correctly classified by the rule (chromosome)
c and y says how many objects are wrongly classified by the same rule; f is the fitness
function. If c does not classify correctly any patient from the training set then its
fitness is considered to be zero. At the end of the EGGC algorithm, obtained rules
would be applied to the test set and accuracy computed.

This mode of computing fitness evaluation should to be more efficient as it seems
more convenient that a chromosome is closer (regarding distance) to only a part
of the patients from training (and consequently test) set(s) and not to all of them
as computed in the proposed model. Curiously, this way of computing fitness for
chromosomes did not lead to major improvements regarding accuracy on the test
set; results were so far very similar to those outlined in present paper. A further
improvement that is still to be done is to easily adjust the way merging takes place:
it should occur only if the obtained set of rules provides a better accuracy on the
training set.
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